New Work Project for Morgan Sindall

Belmont Roofing is the number one name of choice
for Industrial and Commerical clients as well as main
contractors, surveyors and architects throughout
East Anglia since 1959. A company name recognised
throughout the industry for quality and professionalism
for over 50 years. Norwich has been the home
of Belmont Roofing throughout this period and is
conveniently based to service contracts both large
and small throughout all reaches of East Anglia and
surrounding areas. With in-house teams of CAD roof
designers and draughtsmen, we can deliver projects
on time and on budget offering a full comprehensive
service from inital design to completion. By remaining
independent from all manufacturers, we offer a wide
range of specialist roofing systems designed for each
client based upon their budgets and requirements and
can provide best value for money. Being approved
Contractors for all leading manufacturers, our clients
have the peace of mind in knowing their work is
guaranteed and supported by the manufacturer and,
where required, by an insurance company.
Multi-Discipline Projects
When it comes to multi-discipline projects, Belmont
Roofing is the number one choice for many main
contractors and developers as well as industrial
and commercial clients. With a drawing office team
of CAD designers and draughtsmen, experienced
multi-skilled estimators, contracts managers and

skilled operatives, Belmont offers a one stop building
envelope solution from design right through to
completion. There is no delay in waiting for external
support meaning our projects are delivered on time
and on budget. Every time. Morgan Sindall have
experienced this service from Belmont Roofing for
many years. Says Paul Arthurs, Belmonts’ Director
“We are always pleased to work closely with Morgan
Sindall. They are one of the few Main Contractors
who demonstrate loyalty to the sub-contractors
who helped them at estimating stage by refusing
to go back out to market once the contract has
been awarded. They only invite tenders from subcontractors who have met their stringent quality &
safety criteria and are recognised as an Approved
Contractor. This strong company ethos enables us
to put the time and effort in to provide best quality
options at estimating stage to help them secure
business in the knowledge that our efforts will be
rewarded if our quotion is of commercial interest. A
typical multi-discipline project completed by Belmont
Roofing with Morgan Sindall team is Anglian Ruskin
University Chelmsford. The Engineering Building
involved Kingspan KS2000 RW to the roof with
Kingspan KS600 MR + KS9000 MR wall cladding.
The taller BIC Building involved using both Kingspan
Topdek and Sarnafil single ply over cut-to-falls
insulation board to the flat roof areas. The wall
cladding was Kingspan KS900 MR fixed vertically
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